No. 121-PSDM&CD /20

Date :1.05.2020.

To,
The District Magistrates,
All Districts.

Sub: Further FAQs on Sneher Paras.

Sir/Madam,

Concerned banks have reported certain issues regarding the verification of beneficiary who have applied for Sneher Paras. It is seen some applications verified by districts contain IFSC code as blank or zero has been put there.

FAQ’s are shared for immediate action.

1. In case any applicant has given only partial information or application is incomplete or inconsistent or applicant has used numbers or zero zero have been filled in some columns instead of valid answers.

   Ans: The application is to be rejected.

2. In case applicant has not given IFS Code or mentions some other number or filled it with zero zero etc.

   Ans: The application is to be rejected

3. In case IFS Code is left blank.

   Ans: The application is to be rejected

4. In case there is no confirmed information available about applicant from local enquiry.

   Ans: The application is to be rejected

Kindly ensure stringent scrutiny at districts, since after your approval of application remand back/reference back is not possible by department.

[Signature]
Principal Secretary
to the Government of West Bengal
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Date :1.05.2020

Copy to: Commissioner KMC, Kolkata/ Secretary Budget, Finance Department, NAB ANNA/Special Secretary DMCD/ Financial Advisor DMCD / Joint Secretary DMCD / PS to MIC DMCD deptt / Deputy Secretary DMCD deptt.

[Signature]
Principal Secretary